Abstract: We provide a di erent proof for Morken's result on necessary and su cient conditions for a minor of the discrete B-spline collocation matrix to be positive and supply intuition for those conditions.
Introduction
In 3, Theorem 6] Morken gives necessary and su cient conditions for a minor of the discrete B-spline collocation matrix to be positive, correcting an error in an earlier theorem of Jia 2] . One of these conditions may not be intuitively obvious. In this note we attempt to supply such intuition, and we provide a di erent proof. Recapping Morken's notation, let k be a positive integer; let t = ft i g 1 i=?1 be a biin nite, non-decreasing sequence of real numbers (knots) with t i < t i+k for all i; and let be a bi-in nite subsequence of t; t. We study the discrete B-spline collocation matrix A ;t with elements given by (A ;t ) i;j = j;k;t; (i). Here j;k;t; (i) are the coe cients in the expansion of the B-spline B j;k; on the coarse knot sequence in terms of the B-splines on the ne knot sequence t, B j;k; = X i j;k;t; (i)B i;k;t :
Denote further m t (x) = maxfq ? pjt q x and x t p+1 g ; l t (i) = maxfpjt i?p = t i g ; r t (i) = maxfpjt i+p = t i g :
We are interested in the conditions under which a minor of A ;t has a strictly positive determinant, as formulated by Morken 3] . To ease the ascertainment and use of condition (i) we employ the index mappings L (j; ; t) and R (j; ; t), Thus L (j; ; t) is the index of the t-knot corresponding to j , when multiple -knots are viewed as aligned in order at the right end of the corresponding (multiple) t-knot. In the sequel we will therefore refer to condition (i) as the "interlacing conditions".
For later use we record the following, easily proven, property of . If j < j+r , or if j = j+r and m ( j ) = m t ( j ), then L (j; ; t) R (j + r; ; t) ? r: (1:2) In particular, the assumption that t i < t i+k for all i implies that if t then L (j; ; t) R (j + k ? 1; ; t) ? k + 1; for all j:
(1:3) Let us turn now to an examination of condition (ii). The intuition behind this condition, and indeed our proof of the theorem, is based on the following observation of Jia 2] The following lemma spells this condition out and shows that it is in fact equivalent to condition (ii); it is therefore, somewhat surprisingly, the only type of case that needs to be ruled out. Incidentally, the assumption 0 i q ? z m t (t z ) ? 1 where y is such that y?1 t z?1 < t z y . We have therefore to decide upon the value of s for those s for which y + m (t z ) ? k j s y ? 1, and to prove that the resulting sequence is strictly monotonic and that conditions (i) and (ii) hold again for and t with respect to f r g and fi r g. Let us verify condition (ii) immediately since it does not depend at all on the de nition of . Were condition (ii) to be violated, so that (a)-(c) of Lemma 1.4 hold for , then from m (t z ) > m (t z ) and z + m (t z ) i p + k it follows that condition (ii) is violated for as well, a contradiction.
To complete the choice of denote for brevity (j) = (j; ; t) and (j) = (j; ; t). It is easily seen that if L (j s +1) i s R (j s +k)?k then the interlacing condition for s holds whether s is de ned as j s or as j s + 1. This proves the interlacing conditions. Turning to the proof of the strict monotonicity of suppose to the contrary that there is a least p and a q, p < q, such that q ? p < q ? p. Since j s s j s +1 and fj s g is strictly monotone, it must be the case that j q ?j p = q?p and that p = j p + 1 and q = j q . Hence it is seen from equations (2.5) that y + m (t z ) ? k j p < j q y ? 1:
We obtain therefore from equations (2.7) that all of the following hold:
(1) i p + k > R (j p + k), (2) i q < L (j q + 1), (3) j q ? j p = q ? p.
To complete the proof we show that if (1), (2) 
